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Global AWS Cloud w/Back Office

www.ingenihealth.com

+1 (647) 987-4710
ian.mcneill@ingenihealth.com

Manage Workforce Safety 24/7
Keep workers safe with the Ingeni Health and Safety Wearable. The 
Workforce HS uses the newest in technology to monitor the safety of 
your employees. Keeps you connected 24/7 even in remote regions.

Oilfield Workers DeliveryIn home Services Construction

& manufacture

Logistics Security Guards First Responders

Global IoT Health & Safety Solution
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With dual satellite GPS system insure more accurate positioning and 
location tracking. Set up a Geo-fence, mark safe zones and receive 
warning if individuals are leaving a secure area to ensure your team is 
connected and safe.

Monitor your Vulnerable Workers.

More Accurate Positioning and Geo-fencing

Stay Connected

Stay Safe

With our intelligent and dynamic GPS 
tracking, the device can track a route 
and location anytime and any where, 
constantly adjust route to quickly 
navigate and find an individual.



A GPS tracker insures your employees 
are never truly alone and in case of an 
emergency can be quickly located.
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When the remote guarding function is enabled, the company can hear the 
sound around the Health Wearable via the Ingeni Health cloud portal, and gain 
real-time information on the state of your team member and the surrounding 
environment.

Remote Sound Listening

Timely Rescue for Emergency

In a touch of a button. Our 
wearable automatically provides 
a caller’s location to 911 
dispatchers—whether it’s a 
specific address or GPs location 
allowing your loved one to 
receive help faster. 

Enhanced 911

Sends Your Location Instantly When You Need Help



2-Way Voice calling contacts 
and converse in real time.

One-button Emergency 
Contact Calling

Equipped with one-button emergency 
contact calling, the device makes it 
easy for individual to press  the SOS  
emergency contact button on the 
broadside of the Health Wearable to 
call for help when they are in an 
emergency situation.

The company designates a number as an emergency contact for quick rescue
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Beautiful Sound, Easy Communication

The Ingeni wearable professional BOX sound 
cavity design amplifies volume for a better 
sound clarity and quality, especially in an open 
air environment.

Note
The Health Wearable is not a medical device. The results and 
suggestions are for reference only.
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With the Ingeni Health and Safety App, the employee or company can 
register trusted contacts for quick calling and texting. Workers are in 
constant contact with the office. Our wearable technology is a lifeline that 
links them to immediate help if needed. It protects workers and saves lives.

Protect Workers and Save Lives With Quick Call

4G/GPS

Workforce HS

Big Screen, Easy Interaction

The wearable features an easy to use large, 
3D touch screen. The 1.5” screen is high 
resolution with bright colors and crisp 
display, easy to use, even in glaring light.

Comprehensive Health, and Safety Solution for Lone and At-Risk Workers

Smart Health Solution
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24/7 Heart Rate Monitoring

Prevention of Heart Diseases

This smart Health Wearable can 
accurately monitor a loved one’s heart 
rate in real-time during the day or even 
while sleeping. If the Act Adults 55 Plus’s 
heart rate is abnormally elevated, the 
caregiver will receive a real-time early-
warning via the Ingeni App.

4G/GPS

Workforce HS

Having a lower resting heart rate is beneficial 
to your heart health. There are a number of 
factors that can influence your heart rate, 
including body size, emotional state, activity 
level and environmental temperature. Your 
resting heart rate refers to how fast your 
heart contracts to pump blood to your organs 
and tissues

 10,000 Steps Increase Activ

 Benefits of a Good Night Slee

 Benefits of Lower Stress

Resting Heart Rate
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The ingeni wearable uses HRV data and 
monitoring to produce a individuals stress 
score and provides the coping mechanisms 
that can initiate positive behavioral changes 
such as eating better, being more active and 
improved sleep to lower stress levels.

Manage Your Stress

All Day SpO2 Monitoring

With a revolutionary Blood O2 sensor, the device 
accurately monitors the loved one’s SpO2. If SpO2 
level is lower than 90%, please make the decision to 
supplement oxygen as soon as possible to reduce 
the incidence of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular 
diseases.



A good sleep is integral for your mental and physical health. While you are 
sleeping, our device sensors are monitoring your sleep stages, and sleep 
quantity and quality. We provide you with a daily sleep score that allows you to 
learn your sleep patterns and how to improve your quality of sleep.

Smart Sleep

Monitoring Your Sleep Automatically
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Waterproof IP67 Convinient to Use

The Ingeni wearable is water proof 
with the ability to protect against 
liquids, including drips, sprays and 
moisture. You can confidently wear 
your wearable washing hands, taking 
a shower or walking on a rainy day.

Washing hands and face, or rain 
splash will not affect normal use.


Please dry the device after 
getting wet.
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With the magnetic charging cable, it is simpler for seniors to refill the 580mAh 
built-in battery. It’s very forgiving, requiring no precise alignment. Simply hold 
the connector near the back of the Health Wearable where the magnets cause 
it to snap into place automatically.

Magnetic Charging Cable, Utterly Effortless Charging

Ingeni Health App  Remote Care & 
Peace of Mind at Your Finger Tips

You can use the Ingeni wearable 
health and safety functions for 
remote health monitoring, GPS 
location, fall detection and care 
setting voice reminders to keep 
abreast of your loved one’s health 
and wellness.

4G/GPS

Workforce HS



+1 (647) 987-4710 www.ingenihealth.comian.mcneill@ingenihealth.com


